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Abstract
As the key technology of the 5th generation ( 5G) ，3-dimensional ( 3D) massive multi-input and multi-output

( MIMO) is expected to be widely used in small cell network ( SCN) ． In this paper，in order to investigated the
tradeoff between limited size in SCN and the capacity gain from increasing antenna elements，the spatial
performances of 3D massive MIMO based on a 512 × 16 MIMO channel measurements at 6 GHz in urban microcell
( UMi) scenario are studied． Enormous channel impulse responses ( CIＲ) are collected and reconstructed，which
enables us to present comparative results of the capacity and the eigenvalue spread ( ES ) ． Furthermore，the
impacts of antenna element number and spacing on system performance are investigated，i． e． ，32，64，128
elements are selected from the 512 transmitter ( Tx ) array with elevation interval spacing being 0. 5，1 and 2
wavelengths for each． Interestingly，the capacity gap can be obviously observed on the comparison between the 1
and 2 wavelength antenna spacing cases，which implies that correlation cannot be ignored when the antenna spacing
is larger than 1 wavelength when massive antennas are equipped． The contrast results show that the capacities are
enlarged with the increasing of antenna elements number，and larger antenna spacing will lead to higher channel
capacity as expected． However，the capacity gains brought by the increasing of antenna spacing will descend to
certain degrees as the antenna number increases． Collectively，these results will provide further insights into 3D
massive MIMO utilization．
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1 Introduction

With the development of communication technology，

5G standards are under discussions． In the future，

high-speed and diverse service demands in indoor and
hot spot areas will occupy the major part of wireless

service data traffic，the design guidelines of traditional
communication that mostly covered by the macro base
station ( MBS) will no longer meet the requirements of
5G technology． As the SCN technology allows a large
number of small coverage radius，low power cost base
stations coexist， and it has capabilities of self-
organization and self-optimization，therefore SCN will
adapt well to the evolution of International Mobile
Telecommunications ( IMT) program ［1］． As the key
technology of 5G，massive MIMO is widely deployed on
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SCN，which improves the safety，energy efficiency，

spatial efficiency and the robustness of 5G system
significantly． As indicated by theoretical research
［2］，the channel among different antennas tends to be
orthogonal when the number of antennas goes to
infinity． However，the increase of antenna elements
will make the antenna size increase dramatically，

hence it is challenging to deploy large-scale antenna on
the space compact SCN and needs further consideration
［3］．

One way to reduce the base station antenna size is
distributing more antenna elements in the vertical
dimension，namely ‘3D massive MIMO’， to fully
utilize the 3D space． As conventional 2-dimensional
( 2D ) antenna array is extended to 3D space， the
spatial resolution will be enhanced，the desired signal
power will be reduced and a lower multi-user
interference will be expected with acceptable antenna
size ［4］． Spatial characteristics of vertical dimension
should be taken into consideration in the design of
massive MIMO antenna arrays at both base station and
receiver ( Ｒx) sides．
The most direct way to study the effects of the

antenna configuration on system performance is through
channel measurements． A series of studies on spatial
characteristics and 3D channel performance of massive
MIMO based on channel measurements were reported
in recent years． In Ｒef． ［5］，the measurement of
Aalborg University，which is conducted with 64 Tx
antennas at 2. 6 GHz center frequency with 50 MHz
bandwidth，found that an increase in the aperture of
the antenna improves the transmission performance．
Measurements at the frequency of 2. 59 GHz with
different antenna geometries，i． e． ，planar，horizontal，
and vertical， were launched in the University of
Stuttgart，the results found that the horizontal antenna
arrangement performed the best，meanwhile the vertical
antenna array performed the worst ［6］． The Lund
University of Sweden researched on massive MIMO with
128 elements antenna at the center frequency of
2. 6 GHz with 50 MHz bandwidth，the performance of
two kinds of antenna arrays such as uniform linear
array ( ULA ) and uniform cylindrical array ( UCA )

were compared， the study found that ULA would

provide better spatial separation than the UCA did
［7］． In Ｒef． ［8］，four antenna topologies of 3D
MIMO CIＲ are reconstructed according to the
guidelines given in the third generation partnership
project ( 3GPP) 3D MIMO channel model，and their
performances are compared， the simulation results
show that cross-polarized antenna perform better than
other topologies，making it an appropriate choice for
massive MIMO systems．
The above works made considerable contributions to

the research of massive MIMO，but studies on the
variations of antenna spacing in the vertical dimension
are few， also the interaction on channel capacity
between the antennas number and the antenna interval
spacing are rarely studied． Thus， in this paper，
measurements at 6 GHz with 200 MHz bandwidths are
launched in UMi scenario． A large-scale antenna array
with 512 elements was utilized at the Tx and a cylindric
antenna array with 16 elements was used at the Ｒx，

propagation channels at fixed locations are captured．
From the optical view，locations are divided into line-
of-sight ( LoS) and none line-of-sight ( NLoS) cases．
The capacities of 128 Tx with antenna spacing of 0. 5
wavelength ( 0. 5 λ) ，λ and 2λ in elevation dimension
were compared． In addition，we also evaluated the
eigenvalue distribution． Furthermore，the performances
of antennas with 32，64，128 Tx were compared to
assess the interaction on channel capacity with antenna
number and antenna spacing．

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: in
Sect． 2， the measurement equipment and the
measurement campaign is described． In Sect． 3，

details of the data post-processing and the measurement
result are given． In Sect． 4，conclusions are drawn．

2 Channel measurement

2. 1 System model

To observe the channel performance tendency with
different antenna number and antenna spacing of
massive MIMO，extensive channel measurements were
performed at the campus of Beijing University of Posts
and Telecommunications ( BUPT ) ，China． The CIＲs
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were recorded by the Elektrobit PropSound Channel
Sounder in a time division way． Periodic pseudo-
random binary signals ( PＲBS) were transmitted in the
channel with time domain multiplexed switching
antennas in both Tx and Ｒx ［9］．
Fig． 1 shows the antenna layouts used in the

measurement，the original antenna spacing between
each element is 0. 5λ． The Fig． 1 ( a) is the layout
and schematic of the antenna array at Ｒx． 1 # ～ 16 #
antennas were used in the 3D dual-polarized
omnidirectional array ( ODA ) antenna that consisting
of 56 antenna elements at the receiving terminal ( angle

range: azimuth － 180° ～ 180°，elevation － 70° ～
90°) ． The Fig． 1 ( b) is the layout and schematic of
the antenna array at Tx． Dual-polarized uniform planar
array ( UPA) with 32 antenna elements is used at the
Tx to set up the 512 element antenna ( angle range:

azimuth and elevation － 70° ～ 70°) ． The cross
polarization of UPA and ODA is ± 45°． Tx was put in
one position，while raw data was collected it shifts to
the other position． A stationary environment is assumed
when we shift the 32 elements UPA 16 times within a
short time，which ensures the rationality of this virtual
measurement method ［10］．

Fig． 1 Layout and schematic diagram of of massive antenna array

The arrows in Fig． 1( c) indicates the serial number
of the antenna’s movement position，by shifting the

UPA horizontally and vertically 16 times as blue arrows
show，we get an antenna matrix with 512 elements．
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We mark each row with blue Latin alphabets on the
vertical axis． The 32，64 and 128 Tx antennas with
different elevation interval spacing are extracted from
it． For example，when synthesizing a 128 Tx with
elevation interval of 0. 5λ，we select the data in row
Ｒ1，Ｒ2，Ｒ3，Ｒ4 from the four antenna positions of 1，

2，3 and 4． While synthesize a 128 Tx with one λ
elevation interval，the data in row Ｒ1，Ｒ3，Ｒ5，Ｒ7
from the 8 antenna positions of 1 ～ 8 are selected，and
a 128 Tx with 2λ elevation interval are formed by the
data in row Ｒ1，Ｒ5，Ｒ9，Ｒ13 from the 16 antenna
positions of 1 ～ 16．

Fig． 2 Measurement scenarios

2. 2 Measurement scenario

The measurement campaigns are conducted around
the Baoweichu Building of BUPT as is shown in
Fig． 2( a) ． Surrounding buildings are relatively much
higher than the base station，which forms a typical UMi
scenario．

In Fig． 2( a) ，the red symbol denotes the location of
Tx antenna and yellow section denote its 3 dB lobe
width． The Ｒx position of LoS and NLoS is shown on
the map with white point． As is shown in Fig． 2 ( b) ，

the base station ( as the Tx side) is located on the top
of a 3-floor building，and the mobile station ( as the Ｒx
side) is planned on the ground． The height of Tx is
14. 4 m，and the height of Ｒx is 1. 9 m．

3 Data-processing and performance analysis

CIＲs which reflect the propagation characteristics of
the wireless fading channel are obtained from the
channel measurement． By process the CIＲ data，the
multipath channel parameters can be extracted，then
the channel performances will be analyzed．

3. 1 Channel capacity

Channel capacity is the key performance indicators
of massive MIMO． The capacity of N × M massive
MIMO channel is given by ［11］，

C = 1
B ∫B (lb det IM + ρ

NH( f) H( f) )H df ( 1)

where ρ denotes the signal to noise ratio ( SNＲ) ，N is
the Tx number，M is the Ｒx number． H ( f ) is the
channel matrix in the frequency domain，B is the
bandwidth． IM is a M ×M identity matrix． The discrete
channel capacity realized can be given by

槇C( ρ) = 1
K ∑

K

k = 1
(lb det IM + ρ

βN
HrH

H )r ( 2)

where K is the number of channel realizations，Hr is
the discrete channel that been realized and β is a
common normalization factor for all Hr within one
snapshot which satisfies

{E 1
β‖

Hr‖
2 }F = NM ( 3)

where ‖·‖2
F denotes the Frobenius norm． That

makes the average channel power gain unitarily．
In order to analyze the antenna performance under

different spacing，the antennas with different elements
and interval spacing are reconstructed with the data
extracted from the 512 Tx matrix． To guarantee the
rationality，the capacity of each row in the original 32
Tx UPA antenna are compared． The CIＲ matrix form
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position 1 in Fig． 1 ( c) are separate into 4 rows and
mark them as Ｒ1， Ｒ2， Ｒ3， and Ｒ4， then the
capacities of each row are calculated． As shown in
Fig． 3，the capacities of the four rows are very close to
each other， i． e． ， from 43. 9 bit / ( s· Hz ) to
44. 4 bit / ( s·Hz) in the high SNＲ of 30 dB，little
differences are only caused by the variation of elements
location． Therefore， the rationality of these
reconstructed antennas is guaranteed．

Fig． 3 The capacities of each row in antenna position 1

Fig． 4( a) is the ergodic capacity of the 128 Tx with
0. 5λ，λ，2λ in elevation direction in LoS case． It can be
seen that the capacity increases with the growth of SNＲ．
When at the medium-high SNＲ ( 20 dB) ，the capacities
of 0. 5λ，λ，2λ antennas are 55. 28 bit / ( s·Hz ) ，

59. 49 bit / ( s· Hz ) and 62. 94 bit / ( s· Hz ) ，

respectively． It also means that the capacity increases
with the expanding of antenna element spacing as is
expected． Then use the capacity gap as the
performance improvement index and defined it as
( C2 － C1 ) /C1 ． The capacity gap between 2λ and λ is
5. 8% while the gap between λ and 0. 5λ is 7. 7%，

which means when the antenna elements spacing
exceeds a certain value，the growth of the capacity
tends to be slow． Furthermore，the obvious capacity
gap still exists between the λ and 2λ antenna spacing
cases，which implies that correlation cannot be ignored
when antenna spacing is more than λ when massive
antennas are equipped．
In Fig． 4( b) ，the NloS case，at the SNＲ of 20 dB，

the capacities of 0. 5λ， λ and 2λ antennas are
77. 97 bit / ( s· Hz ) ， 84. 02 bit / ( s· Hz ) and
88. 53 bit / ( s·Hz) ， respectively． The capacity gap

between 2λ and λ is 5. 4% while the gap between λ
and 0. 5λ is 7. 7% ． The capacity of NLoS case is
higher than that of LoS case owing to the rich scattering
environment． In addition，as the signal channel in
NLoS scenario is closer to the independent and
identically distributed ( i． i． d． ) Ｒayleigh channel，and
the antenna spacing increases，the capacity gap is less
obvious than that of LoS scenario．

Fig． 4 The 128 Tx with 0. 5λ，λ，2λ in elevation direction

3. 2 ES

A direct way to study the channel spatial correlation
is the eigenvalues of channel correlation． The
correlation matrix can be calculated by
Ｒ( i，j) =H( i，j) HH ( i，j) ( 4)

where H ( i，j ) is the discrete time-frequency CIＲ at
time i and subcarrier j， ( · ) H is the Hermitian
transposition． The concrete method to get eigenvalues
can refer to Ｒef． ［12］． We defined the ES to reflect
the spatial disperses． It can be expressed as

Es ( i，j) =
max{ E igen{ Ｒ( i，j) } }
min{ E igen{ Ｒ( i，j) } }

( 5)

which is the ratio of the largest and smallest
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eigenvalue． E igen { Ｒ ( i，j ) } is the eigenvalues of the
channel correlation matrix． A larger Es ( i，j) indicates
that the channel power concentrates on some specific
channels and hard to separate spatially，therefore less
degree of freedom will be supplied． While the smaller
value of Es ( i，j) implies the channel tends to pairwise
orthogonality and the users can be served in the same
time-frequency resource．
As the elevation interval spacing in the base station

antenna grows larger，a better orthogonality between
channels is expected． So the ESs of massive MIMO
system with different antenna spacing are compared．
ES cumulative distribution functions ( CDFs ) in the
LoS and NLoS scenarios are given in Fig． 5．

Fig． 5 The ES of 128 Tx

From Fig． 5，it can be seen that in the LoS case，the
median ( 50% ) of the ES CDFs for 128 Tx with 0. 5λ，

λ and 2λ are 107. 9，99. 5 and 94. 1，respectively．
Thus increasing the interval spacing can make ES
decrease remarkably and the channels tend to be
orthogonal． Then comparing the ES among Fig． 5，it
can be seen that ES of NLoS is much smaller than that

of LoS case，e． g． ，3. 5，3. 2 and 3. 0 for 50% ES
CDF of 0. 5λ，λ and 2λ，respectively． The reduced
level of ES indicates the benefits are brought by the
NLOS condition with rich scattering environment．
Besides，the ES become more stable when the antennas
elements spacing increased，as the slope of CDF curves
becomes smaller． The ES results are helpful to explain
the increasing capacities with the enlarge of antenna
interval spacing from 0. 5λ to 2λ．

3. 3 The impacts of antenna number and interval
spacing on system performance

What is the variation trend of channel capacity when
with different antenna interval spacings and different
antenna elements number? It is worth considering
whether the capacity gap caused by antenna spacing
will decrease when increasing the antenna number，if
so， when the antenna elements number is large
enough，decrease the interval spacing not only makes
the antenna structure more compact but also guarantees
the antenna performance． In that case，the costs of
antenna manufacture and the fees of deploy the
antennas at the base station are saved．
In order to study the interaction between the

antennas number and the antenna spacing on channel
capacity，antennas with 32，64 and 128 elements are
selected from the 512 Tx array，with elevation interval
spacing being 0. 5λ，λ and 2λ for each． Fig． 6 is the
ergodic capacities of 32 and 64 Tx antennas in LoS
case． At the SNＲ of 20 dB，the capacities of 0. 5λ，λ，

2λ antennas with 32 Tx are 29. 52 bit / ( s·Hz ) ，

35. 23 bit / ( s·Hz ) and 40. 16 bit / ( s·Hz ) ，

respectively． The capacity gap of 2λ ～ λ is 14% while
the gap of λ ～ 0. 5λ is 19% ． While in 64 Tx，the
capacities of 0. 5λ，λ，2λ are 40. 46 bit / ( s·Hz ) ，

46. 87 bit / ( s·Hz) ，50. 87 bit / ( s·Hz) ，the capacity
gap of 2λ ～ λ and λ ～ 0. 5λ is 8. 5% and 15. 8%，

respectively．
Comparing with the 128 Tx antennas in Fig． 4 ( a) ，

the capacities are enlarged with the increasing of
antenna elements number， meanwhile， a greater
antenna interval spacing will contribute to a lager
channel capacity as expected． However，we also can
see the capacity gaps become smaller as the Fig． 7
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shows，the capacity gain will be lowered as the antenna
number increases， this is because when antenna
number getting large enough the propagation channels
are spatially uncorrelated， the capacity will
asymptotically approach to that of i． i． d．

Fig． 6 The different Tx with 0. 5λ，λ，2λ in elevation
direction

Fig． 7 The capacity gap of 32，64 and 128 Tx in LoS case

4 Conclusions

In this paper，field measurements of the 512 × 16
MIMO system at 6 GHz were performed in an UMi
scenario at BUPT． Using the data extracted from the
massive MIMO channel matrix，the capacities of 128
Tx with 0. 5λ，λ and 2λ spacing in the vertical

direction are calculated， the results show that an
increase in the elements spacing would improve the
system performance in terms of channel capacity．
Besides，the channel capacity of NLoS scene is larger
than that of LoS due to the richer scatters．
Nonetheless， when the antenna spacing exceeds a
certain value，the growth of antenna capacity tends to
be slow． Furthermore，the CDF of ES of 128 Tx with
different elements spacing are calculated，results show
that with a lager elements spacing，better orthogonality
between channels can get． At last， the impact of
antenna number and element spacing on channel
capacity was studied． We compare the capacity of 32，

64 and 128 Tx with 0. 5λ，λand 2λ ( totally 9 cases) ．
The results imply that with the increasing of antenna
number，the channel capacities are increased，but the
capacity gaps with different antenna spacing are
decreased to certain degrees， which means when
designing a massive MIMO antenna with huge amounts
of antenna elements，a less antenna element spacing
should be taken into account． The further research is
needed for finding an optimal value of antenna spacing
under a certain number of elements in massive MIMO
system．
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